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Internet of )ings (IoT) is one of the recent innovations in Information Technology, which intends to interconnect the physical
and digital worlds. It introduces a vision of smartness by enabling communication between objects and humans through the
Internet. IoT has diverse applications in almost all sectors like Smart Health, Smart Transportation, and Smart Cities, etc. In
healthcare applications, IoT eases communication between doctors and patients as the latter can be diagnosed remotely in
emergency scenarios through body sensor networks and wearable sensors. However, using IoT in healthcare systems can lead to
violation of the privacy of patients. )us, security should be taken into consideration. Blockchain is one of the trending research
topics nowadays and can be applied to the majority of IoT scenarios. Few major reasons for using the Blockchain in healthcare
systems are its prominent features, i.e., Decentralization, Immutability, Security and Privacy, and Transparency.)is paper’s main
objective was to enhance the functionality of healthcare systems using emerging and innovative computer technologies like IoT
and Blockchain. So, initially, a brief introduction to the basic concepts of IoT and Blockchain is provided. After this, the ap-
plicability of IoT and Blockchain in the medical sector is explored in three major areas—drug traceability, remote patient-
monitoring, and medical record management. At last, the challenges of deploying IoT and Blockchain in healthcare systems
are discussed.

1. Introduction

)e Healthcare sector is an essential concern for all the
developing as well as developed countries because this sector
is directly concerned with the social welfare and lives of
people. Research and development in the Healthcare sector
should be an ongoing process, as it will help to improve the
quality of living by fighting various health issues and dis-
eases. With the advancement and recent developments in
technology, the improvement in the Healthcare sector can be
seen easily. )e existing capabilities of the Healthcare and
Medical Sector can be further improved by the introduction

of the latest and innovative computer technologies in the
Healthcare sector. )ese advanced computer technologies
can assist doctors and medical practitioners in the early
diagnosis of various diseases. )e accuracy of detecting
diseases in the early stages can also be improved consid-
erably using these advanced computer technologies.

Various emerging and revolutionary computer tech-
nologies are already being used in other sectors with mi-
raculous results. )ese technologies include the IoT,
Blockchain, Machine Learning, Data Mining, Natural
Language Processing (NLP), Image Processing, Cloud
Computing, and many more.
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IoT means connecting everything with the Internet.
Everything here includes vehicles, home appliances, and
other items embedded with electronics, and software,
sensors, actuators, and connectivity that enable these things
to connect, collect, and exchange data. Kevin Ashton is
considered the father of IoT [1], which involves Internet
connectivity beyond standard devices, such as desktops,
laptops, smartphones, and tablets, to any range of tradi-
tionally dumb or noninternet-enabled physical devices and
everyday objects. )e leading technologies used in the
Internet of things are sensors, cloud, wireless technology,
and security.

)e basic life cycle of IoT consists of four parts: (1) to
gather the data through devices with the help of sensors; (2)
the gathered data are stored in the cloud for the analysis; (3)
the analyzed data are then sent back to the device; and (4) the
device acts accordingly [2]. IoT is applicable in many do-
mains, thereby making our life comfortable. )e main ap-
plications of IoT are Smart Homes, Smart City, Agriculture,
Smart Retail, Driverless Cars, and Healthcare. Security re-
mains a crucial aspect of every technology and plays a vital
role in the smooth functioning of IoT networks. Some
ongoing projects for enhancing IoT security include
methods for providing data confidentiality and authenti-
cation, access control within the IoT network, privacy and
trust among users and things, and the enforcement of se-
curity and privacy policies. )e security problem in IoT
arises due to careless program designing that leads to vul-
nerabilities, which is an important reason for network se-
curity issues.

In IoTarchitecture, proper initialization of IoT is done at
the physical level so that any unauthorized receiver cannot
access the system. IoTarchitecture consists of five layers: the
Perception layer, Network layer, Middleware Layer, Ap-
plication layer, and Business layer [3]. Each layer has its
objective and issues. )e main security goals crucial in IoT
are Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (CIA). Based
on vulnerabilities, there are four categories of attacks in IoT:
“Physical attack,” “Software attack,” Network attack,” and
“Encryption attack.”

1.1. Physical Attack

(i) Node tempering: the attacker, by altering the
compromised node, obtains the encryption key

(ii) Physical damage: this damage results in a Denial of
Service (DOS) attack as the attacker physically
harms IoT system components

(iii) Malicious code injection: by this attack, the attacker
can get full control of the IoT system

(iv) RF Interference on RFID: the attacker sends noise
signals over radio frequency signals, and these
signals are used for RFID communication

(v) Social Engineering: the attacker obtains sensitive
information from the user of an IoT system to
achieve his goals

(vi) Sleep Deprivation Attack: shutting down nodes is
the main aim of the attacker

(vii) Node Jamming in WSNs: this attack can disturb
wireless communication by using a jammer

1.2. Software Attack

(i) Phishing attacks: this is a widespread attack. )e
attacker uses fake websites to obtain the private
information of the user.

(ii) Virus, Worms, Trojan horse, Spyware, and Aware:
arrival of these entities can damage the system by
spreading the malicious code through e-mail at-
tachments and from the Internet. )e worm can
replicate itself without the involvement of humans.

(iii) Malicious scripts: this attack is used to access the
system.

(iv) DOS: the adversary’s main aim is to block the users.

1.3. Network Attack

(i) Traffic analysis attacks: to obtain the network in-
formation, the attacker intercepts and examines
messages.

(ii) RFID spoofing: an attacker spoofs RFID signals,
changes the message, and gives wrong information
to the system. )e system accepts the wrong in-
formation, which is altered by the attacker.

(iii) Sinkhole attack: it is a very common type of attack.
)e primary purpose of this attack is to send fake
information about the route to the neighboring
nodes.

(iv) Sybil attack: the attacker inserts the malicious node
inside the network, and that one node in the net-
work takes the identity of multiple nodes.

1.4. Encryption Attack. )e main aim of this attack is to
obtain the private key, which is used by two devices while
communicating with each other.

(i) Side–channel: in this attack, when the message is
transferred from user to server or vice versa, then
the attacker reveals some additional information

(ii) Cryptanalysis attacks: in this attack, attacker de-
codes the message from the nonreadable format to a
readable format without knowing the key

(iii) Man in the middle attack: the attacker keeps on
observing the communication between the nodes to
steal sensitive information

)ere exist various security proposals in the literature.
However, security is still the topic of concern in IoT net-
works because of existing challenges like centralization,
single point of failure, etc. So, a new and emerging tech-
nology known as the Blockchain can be used along with IoT
for enhancing the security of IoT.)e strength of Blockchain
technology can be introduced in IoT to enhance its security
and make it a more secure network by removing the
challenges and issues of centralization in the existing
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security techniques and introducing the concept of decen-
tralization using the Blockchain.

Blockchain is a point-to-point distributed network in
which no third party is required for the transaction and
communication [4]. All the transactions are independent
and isolated from other transactions. )e technology behind
the popular and revolutionary concept of cryptocurrency is
the Blockchain. Cryptocurrency is believed to be highly
secure and unhackable. )is very same concept of Block-
chain can be used in other networks for security enhance-
ment. In the Blockchain, a public distributed ledger system is
opened to everyone. Blockchain is a list of records that store
data publicly and in a chronological order. Block is a
container that holds transaction details. Each block contains
data, the hash of the previous block, and the hash of the
concerned block. It has two parts: Header and Transaction
details. )e header contains information regarding the
block. “Timestamp” keeps a record of the time at which the
block was created. “Difficulty level” decides how hard it will
be to mine a block. “Merkle Root” represents the fingerprints
of all the transactions stored in the block, and “NONCE” is
the solution to the mathematical puzzle in the Proof-of-work
algorithm.

1.4.1. Motivation. In this article, two emerging technologies,
IoT and Blockchain, are integrated, and their possibility and
application in the Healthcare sector have been explored. IoT
technology in healthcare can be used for applications like
remotely monitoring patients’ health. )e patients who
require regular attention can be monitored by the doctors
remotely using the IoT Sensors deployed on their bodies and
surroundings. Similarly, Blockchain technology in health-
care can handle the issue of drug traceability, medical record
management, etc. However, IoT is prone to security attacks
like attacks on integrity, privacy, confidentiality, and
availability. So, using IoT alone in the Healthcare sector for
applications like remote patient monitoring can lead to
patient data leakage, data manipulation during its trans-
mission, etc., which, in the worst case, can claim the life of
the patient. So, Blockchain technology can be brought into
use along with the IoT in healthcare to enhance the capa-
bilities of the Healthcare sector and ensure the security and
privacy of the patients’ records.

However, the introduction of new and emerging tech-
nology in any sector can give rise to some issues as well as
challenges. So, it is crucial to identify those issues and
challenges, especially in the Healthcare sector, where peo-
ple’s lives are directly associated. In this article, the possi-
bility of deploying Blockchain and IoT in the Healthcare
sector is explored, and various new healthcare applications
that are possible using these innovative technologies are
presented. Various challenges and issues in the deployment
of these two emerging technologies in the Healthcare sector
are then presented in detail.

1.4.2. Main Contributions of /is Article
(1) )e possibility and benefits of using Blockchain and

IoT technologies for enhancing the Healthcare and
Medical sector have been explored

(2) Various areas of application in healthcare where IoT
and Blockchain can be applied are presented

(3) Various challenges in the use of IoT and Blockchain
technologies in the Healthcare sector have been
explored and presented

2. Review Technique and Strategy

)is section elaborates on the motivating factors as well as
the review strategy used for conducting this study on
Blockchain and IoT in the Healthcare sector.

2.1.ReviewPlan. Stages that were involved in this literature
review on the use of Blockchain and IoT technologies in
the Healthcare and Medical sector includes building a
review strategy, downloading research articles from dif-
ferent online sources, analyzing the quality of articles,
interpreting and enumerating observed results of the re-
view, recording the results of the review, and finally
presenting various research challenges and future research
directions.

2.2. Research Questionnaire. )e initial step involved in
conducting this survey was to frame the different research
questionnaires and the motivating factors, and searching for
different online research databases for relevant articles.
Table 1 gives the set of research questions along with the
motivation required to plan and conduct the survey on the
use of Blockchain and IoT in the Medical sector.

2.3. Source of Information. For conducting this review,
various possible relevant resources have been consulted for
finding the required and related research resources required
for this study. Various online sources like Springer (http://
www.springer.com), Google Science Direct (http://www.
sciencedirect.com), IEEE Explore (http://www.ieeeexplore.
ieee.org), Scholar (scholar.google.com), and online tutorials,
such as Edureka, National Program on Technology En-
hanced Learning (NPTEL) for understanding the concepts,
etc., have been consulted in this study.

2.4. Search Keywords. )is exhaustive search on under-
standing the possibility of using Blockchain and IoT
technologies in the Medical and Healthcare sector includes
qualitative and quantitative research papers from 2008 to
2020. However, it mainly includes the papers after the year
2016. )e research on IoT was started long back, but the
concept of Blockchain was introduced from 2009 onward.
Research papers from journals, conferences, symposiums,
college thesis, workshops, etc., were included in this review.

Initially, a total of 79 papers on IoT, Blockchain having
their applicability in the Healthcare sector were retrieved
using the keywords mentioned in Table 2, which after
applying certain inclusion and exclusion criteria as filters
based on titles, abstracts, full-texts, publisher value, etc.,
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got reduced to 22 quality papers. Various search strings
like “Blockchain and IoT in Healthcare” have been used
for searching papers. Table 3 shows the various parameters

that were considered for shortlisting and exclusion of
irrelevant articles. )e exclusion criteria for shortlisting of
quality and relevant articles are shown in Figure 1.

Table 1: Research questionnaire and motivation.
Questions Motivation
1. What is IoT? IoT is an emerging network that allows communication among different

objects that surround us. )ese objects include homes, refrigerators, air-
conditioners, traffic lights, etc. IoT is being used in different sectors, including
agriculture, healthcare, transportation, smart homes, etc. It is crucial to find the
challenges of IoT. Security, privacy risk, and trust are some of the challenges of

IoT that require consideration.

2. What is the current status of research in IoT?
3. What are the challenges and research opportunities in
IoT?

4. What are the different applications of IoT?

1. What is a Blockchain? Blockchain is another emerging technology that has various applications and
domains for improved security, privacy, and trust, considering the peculiar
feature that makes it robust and unhackable. )e privacy and security issues of
the IoTnetwork can be handled using the Blockchain. However, the possibility
of integration and deployment of Blockchain in IoTnetworks is required to be

explored.

2. Can the Blockchain be used use with bitcoin only?
3. What are the areas where Blockchain can be used?
4. How can the Blockchain be integrated with IoT?
5. What are the different challenges in the integration of
Blockchain with IoT?
1. How Blockchain and IoT can be used in the medical
sector? )e combination of IoT and Blockchain can be introduced in the Healthcare

and Medical sector for improving the current issues in the Healthcare sector
like drug traceability issues. )is integration of two powerful technologies can
enhance the capability as well as the quality of the current Healthcare sector.

2. What are the different application areas of healthcare
where Blockchain and IoT can be used?
3. What are the challenges in the deployment of IoT and
Blockchain in the healthcare sector?

Table 2: Search strings.

S.
no. Keyword Synonyms Content-type

1 IoT applications Application of IoT

Journals, conference, symposium, online tutorial,
university thesis

2 IoT, Blockchain in healthcare IoT and Blockchain in Medical
sector

3 Blockchain for patient health Blockchain for remote monitoring
of patients

4 Blockchain and IoT for Medical supply
chain tracking

IoT and Blockchain in medicine
tracking

5 Blockchain applications Applications of the Blockchain
6 Features of the Blockchain Blockchain features
7 Challenges in Blockchain, IoT Blockchain ongoing challenges
8 Blockchain IoT healthcare Blockchain healthcare framework

Table 3: Parameters considered for shortlisting and exclusion of articles.

S.
no. Considered parameters Shortlisting for inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

1 Period
Articles published on the use of the Blockchain, IoT for
healthcare and medical-related applications between

the year 2016 and 2020

Articles published before the year 2016
were excluded

2 Type of articles Articles with implementation results Review and survey articles, theoretical
papers without implementation results

3 Language Articles are written in the English language Articles in languages other than English

4
Title, abstract, citations, and
journal/conference value and

indexing

Articles with their titles and abstracts that match the use
of Blockchain and IoT in the Healthcare domain were

selected

Firstly, based on the titles, articles were
selected and excluded

Number of citations, value of journal/conference where
the article is published is also considered

)en, abstracts of articles shortlisted based
on titles were checked for inclusion and

exclusion
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3. BlockchainTechnology andRelatedConcepts

Blockchain is an emerging technology used in numerous
different networks to ensure security and reliability in those
networks. Blockchain technology is also given preference in
various transaction management systems, and it is replacing
the current existing transaction management system.

)e issues with the current banking system are as
follows:

(i) High transactional fees
(ii) Double spending
(iii) Banks have become synonymous with cries

With its decentralization feature, Blockchain has solved
the issue associated with centralized banks and is the pri-
mary technology behind bitcoin. Blockchain is a public
distributed database that holds the encrypted ledger [5].
)ere is a central coordination system in a centralized ar-
chitecture, and every node is connected to that central
coordination system. All information between the nodes will
be shared, passed, and approved through this central co-
ordination system. Under this platform, all of these indi-
vidual dependent nodes will get disconnected if the central
coordination platform fails. )erefore, the switch from the
centralized system toward a decentralized system is the need
of the hour. In the decentralized system, there will be more
than one coordinator. In a decentralized system, each node is
treated as a coordinator, i.e., there is no centralized au-
thority. Each node is connected to other nodes, and this
system is not dependent on any particular coordinator.

Blockchain consists of a chain of blocks, and each block
is a collection of all recent transactions that have taken place
and are verified. )e detailed and general structure of the
Blockchain is shown in Figure 2, where the sequence of
blocks is shown, and each block is connected crypto-
graphically. All these transaction details are stored on each
block, and a consolidated hash code block-wise is computed
and stored into the block. Once the transaction is verified,
this block becomes the permanent part of the Blockchain,
and the chain keeps growing.

Blockchain is a leading technology, only second to the
popular bitcoin. )e working of bitcoins using the Block-
chain can help to understand Blockchain technology better.
Bitcoin is the first decentralized digital currency that was
introduced in 2009 by Santoshi Nakamoto [6]. Bitcoin uses
various cryptography as well as mathematical concepts that
ensure that the creation, as well as the management of
bitcoin, is restricted and secured. )e algorithms and the
cryptography technologies are used to keep on updating
regularly. )e ledger system that keeps track of how much
bitcoin gets transacted is electronic and highly secure, and
this ledger is known as the Blockchain.

In the Blockchain, there are various key concepts. One of
them is the Previous Hash Code. Every block has to specify
the hash code associated with it, which is used as an iden-
tifying factor for that block. )is hash is created with a very
complex hashing algorithm. )e hash details of every
transaction that has happened have to be completed to be a

part of that block. )e transaction details of a block are
contained in the header in a hex value known as Merkle Root.

Another important concept associated with the Block-
chain is the value or proof of work of that block. )is is the
mathematical solution that is attached to the block to ensure
that this is the valid block.

Let us take an example to understand how the Block-
chain works. Suppose A wants to send money to B. )e
transaction is represented as a block, and the block is
broadcasted to every node in the network. After that, there is
a group of sufficient miners that have the authority to ap-
prove the transaction. After getting approval from miners
who solve the proof of concept, the transaction is added to
the Blockchain, and finally, B gets the money.

A block is the crucial part of a Blockchain that records all
of the recent transactions and, once completed, goes into the
Blockchain as a permanent database. Blockchain is built from
three technologies. First is that the Blockchain uses private key
cryptography to secure identities and hash function to make
the Blockchain immutable. It uses a P2P, a network, which
ensures complete consistency with the Blockchain [7, 8].

Suppose a person tries to make a slight change concerning
the transaction or a block that is part of a Blockchain, then the
changed block cannot be added or reflected in the Blockchain
because most of the people in the network have the original
Blockchain, and this changed block cannot be accepted.

)e program in which the Blockchain is created has a lot
of protocols and security features. Solidity is the most pre-
ferred language for writing the Blockchain program. In any
Blockchain, every transaction that gets verified and validated
in the creation of a new block is logged along with the in-
formation about time, date, participants, and the amount that
gets transmitted across. Each user who is part of the
Blockchain holds the complete Blockchain in itself.)eminer
verifies each transaction involved in the Blockchain after
solving a complex mathematical puzzle, and once it is solved,
the transaction is verified and maintained in the ledger.

3.1. Types of Blockchain. Blockchain is of three types Public,
Private, and Consortium. A public Blockchain is similar to
bitcoin in which anyone in the world can be a part of.
Anyone who is part of the Blockchain and is a miner can
read as well as write data into this Blockchain.

Private Blockchain is, however, something that is quite
restricted. Usually, one central person has the exclusive right
to both verify the transaction as well as add a new block to
the Blockchain.

A consortium Blockchain is something between public
and private Blockchain. Instead of one person, there are a
group of people who verify and add transactions.

In conclusion, Blockchain uses mathematics to create a
secure, distributed ledger that enables transactions without a
third party.

3.2. Decentralized Applications. Decentralized applications
are the central part of the Blockchain. It promises to deal
with all the problems that come with the centralized
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system. )e decentralized architecture works as the user
invokes the smart contracts. Ethereum is a decentralized
platform that runs smart contracts. It was proposed in 2013
and released in 2015. )e value token of the Ethereum
Blockchain is called Ether, listed under ETH on crypto-
currency exchanges. )e smart contract contains all the
rules that are pertinent for the service that is provided to
contain state information, which contains data for smart
contracts [9]. Smart contract is an automated computerized
protocol used for digitally facilitating, verifying, or
enforcing a legal contract’s negotiation or performance by
avoiding intermediates and directly validating the contract
over a decentralized platform. Nick Szabo, a computer
scientist and cryptographer introduced the term in 1996.

He claimed that smart contracts could be realized with the
help of a public ledger.

)e advantages of decentralized applications are the
following

(1) Autonomy. You are the one agreeing; there is no need
for a broker or a lawyer

(2) Trust. Entire documents and data in blockchain-
based decentralized applications are encrypted using
advanced encryption technologies, and all the data
are distributed on a decentralized network that is
being run by a shared Ledger. If the data are cor-
rupted or altered, then it will be rejected by the
members of the Ledger

Stage 1:
79 papers

Stage 2:
88 papers

Exclusion
based on
abstracts

Stage 3:
37 papers

Final
stage:

22 papers

Exclusion based on
full texts, citations,
journal/conference

value

Exclusion based
on titles and year

of publishing

Figure 1: Exclusion criteria for shortlisting of quality and relevant articles.
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(3) Backup. On the Blockchain, documents are dupli-
cated and stored in many locations

(4) Accuracy. Smart contracts are faster and cheaper and
avoid errors that arise from tedious manual work

3.3. Some Applications Supported by the Blockchain. A
Blockchain wallet is similar to a bank account. It allows us to
receive bitcoins, store them, and then send them to others.
)ere are many Blockchain features, for example, security,
instantaneous transaction, currency conversion, and ac-
cessibility. )ere are various types of Blockchain wallets:

3.3.1. Based on the Location of Private Key. )is is where
exactly our private key is being stored. )e hot wallet is the
Blockchain program where the private key is ultimately
stored on a cloud-based server. Cold wallet: All the trans-
action details are going to get the first hash, and only the
transaction hash gets prorogated throughout the network.
With regard to the security feature, a cold wallet is more
secure than a hot wallet.

3.3.2. Based on Device and Clients. In this category, there are
desktop wallets, online wallets, mobile wallets, and physical
wallets.

Apart from its use in cryptocurrency, Blockchain
technology has its applicability in other domains like
banking, payments and transfers, healthcare, law enforce-
ment, voting, IoT, online music, real estate, and many more.

3.4. Peculiar Features of Blockchain. Blockchain has various
peculiar and prominent features like decentralization,
transparency, open source, autonomy, immutability, and
anonymity that make it a unique and powerful technology
for ensuring security, as well as reliability, in an IoT-inspired
network for healthcare [10]. Many terms are required while
studying the concept of Blockchain. Some of the key features
supported by Blockchain technology are shown in Figure 3
and are as follows.

3.4.1. Public Distributed Ledger. )e data within a Block-
chain are accessible to everyone. With this, as long as you are
part of the network, you could access the entire history of
transactions that have taken place since the Blockchain was
created. Any additions to Blockchain have to be approved by
the user. Amajority of the members within the network have
to approve any additions to the Blockchain. )is is the
“public” part of the ledger [11]. Hyperledger can be thought
of as a software that everyone can use to create one’s per-
sonalized Blockchain service. On the Hyperledger network,
only parties directly affiliated with the deal are updated on
the ledger and notified.

3.4.2. Hashing Encryption. In the Blockchain, security is
ensured by hashing encryption. Blockchain utilizes the hash
function to perform cryptography. )e transaction details
are contained in the header in a hexadecimal value known as

Merkle Root. To ensure security, Blockchain also includes a
digital signature. Users are provided their own private and
public keys.

3.4.3. Mining. Miners collect all transactions that people
send to each other over the network, and only valid
transactions are relayed to other nodes. Each miner takes
several collected transactions and put them in a newly
formed block.

3.4.4. Decentralization. One of the significant features of
Blockchain is decentralization. Decentralization means data
are not dependent or stored in the central part. Instead of
this, data are stored in each block of the Blockchain.
Transactions are not communicated to various nodes by the
central authority. Every block acts as the verified digital
ledger. Many research areas apply Blockchain to eliminate
the concept of centralization and switch to the concept of
decentralization, e.g., cloud, IoT, edge computing, and big
data [12].

3.4.5. Immutable. Immutable means something which
cannot be changed. It is an important feature of Blockchain
in which blocks cannot be altered. Immutability is achieved
by the concept of proof of work. Proof of work is achieved
by mining and the work of miners is to change the nonce. A
nonce is a varied value to create a unique Hash address of
the block, which is less than the target hash value. )e
probability of proof of work calculation is very low. Many
trials have to be done to acquire valid proof of work. )ere
is only one possibility of changing the block when the
attacker takes control of more than 51% of the node si-
multaneously [13].

Characteristic 
of Blockchain 

Decentralized 

Digital ledger 

Chronological 
and time stamped

 Trustless operation 
(based on consensus)

Immutable and
nonrepudiable

Transparent 
and 

verifiable

Distributed 

Cryptographically 
secured 

Figure 3: Characteristics of Blockchain.
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3.4.6. Consensus Protocol. )e word autonomy is based on
Consensus Protocol. Consensus means agreement ensures
the latest block has been added to the chain correctly [13].
For ledger consistency and user security purpose, consensus
algorithms have been implemented [14]. )ere are many
consensus mechanisms given in Table 4 [15].

3.4.7. Anonymity. Anonymity here means namelessness,
and it also comes under the features of the Blockchain. )e
anonymity set is divided into two parts: First is the sender
anonymity set, and the other is the receiver anonymity set.
)is example works when one user sends the data to other
users; it does not reveal the user’s real identity. Instead of
this, it communicates with the other users by using
Blockchain address. By this process, one user never knows
the other user’s real identity [13, 14].

3.4.8. Enhanced Security. Everything is public in the
Blockchain, so the privacy solution is done by hashing
encryption. Blockchain can bring increased security and
have certain benefits as compared to conventional systems
[15, 16]. To understand hashing encryption, we need to
know about the contents of the block. A block is a container
that controls the transaction detail. )e block has two parts:
Header and Transaction details. )e transaction details of a
block are contained in the header in the hexagonal value
known as Merkle Root. Blockchain utilizes the hash function
to perform cryptography [17].

3.4.9. Persistency. In the Blockchain, there is a major feature
called mining. Mining is the concept of validating the
transaction, with the invalid transactions being emitted
quickly [14]. Miner is the first person who finds the nonce
value that falls within the target requirement.

3.4.10. Traceability. Traceability is the distribution chain to
find out the origin of the product and follow the sequence.
Traceability is an arrangement of blocks in the Blockchain in
which each block is connected with adjacent two blocks by
means of the hash key [9].

3.4.11. Currency Properties. Blockchain is a point-to-point
network. No third party is required for the transaction. All
the transactions are independent of the third party. In
cryptocurrency Blockchain, the transaction is used, and its
circulation is fixed. All the activities of Blockchain 2.0 and
3.0 applications have the property of currency [9].

4. IoT and Related Concepts

4.1. Architecture of IoT. )e basic architecture of IoT is the
same as the TCP/IP architecture. )ere are many factors in
IoT architecture that need to be focused like Scalability,
Interoperability, Reliability, and QoS. )e basic architecture
of IoT consists of many layers [18], and the general archi-
tecture of IoT is described in Figure 4.

Perception layer: first is the perception layer, also
known as the device layer. In this layer, sensors sense
and gather information about the environment.
Transport layer: it transfers the sensor’s data between
different layers through networks such as wireless, 3G,
LAN, and RFID.
Processing layer: this layer stores, analyses, and pro-
cesses huge amounts of data. Modules and concepts like
databases, cloud computing, and big data are used in
this layer.
Application layer: this layer is responsible for delivering
application-specific services to the user.
Business layer: it manages the whole IoT system, in-
cluding applications, business and profit models, and
user privacy. )is layer also helps in future actions and
business strategies.

Apart from the abovementioned general architecture of
IoT, many other architectures are built-in literature by
various researchers to fulfill different requirements of the
application. )e first NDN architecture was proposed by
Jacobson et al. [19, 20]. NDN manages many functionalities
of IoT at the network layer, e.g., data aggregation, security,

Table 4: Various consensus mechanisms.

Consensus mechanism Examples
Proof-of-work Bitcoin, Litecoin
Proof-of-stake NXT
Delegated proof-of-stake BitShares
Proof-of-activity (PoW/PoS-hybrid) PeerCoin
Proof-of-burn Counterparty
Proof-of-validation Tendermint
Stellar consensus protocol Stellar
Ripple protocol consensus algorithm Ripple

�ree domains of IoT architecture

RFID WSN Barcode Fieldbus

Communication infrastructure
PSTN GPRS WIFI 2G/3G 

Satellite

eHealth
Smart 
home

Environmental 
monitoring 

Intelligent 
traffic

Network domain

Application domain

Sensing domain

Figure 4: Domains of IoT architecture.
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etc. IoT is the collection of heterogeneous applications.
)ere are many requirements of IoTapplications that can be
fulfilled by NDN, e.g., due to low power operation, the nodes
of NDN make data available to a different consumer. NDN
helps in improving the energy efficiency of the network.
)ere are many features of NDN that help to fulfill the main
requirements of IoT. Energy efficiency in-network caching is
also available. Similarly, for reliability, in-network caching
and multipath routing feature are used. Data integrity is also
a feature of NDN for security purposes in IoT.

In another work [21], the authors have discussed a general
architecture of IoT in which the requirement and importance
of Quality of Service (QoS) in IoT are focused. )is paper
discusses the various tasks in IoT, i.e., inquiry task, control
task, and monitoring tasks. )e monitoring tasks have dif-
ferent service requirements. )e main requirements of QoS
are service awareness. )e architecture of QoS is divided into
three layers: Application layer, Network layer, and Perception
layer. One factor, which needs to be focused on, is Interop-
erability. Interoperability is the interconnection between de-
vices. )is concept covers the major applications of IoT, and
this concept of interconnectivity is required at each of these
layers: data model, messages, and network [22]. )is is the
modified version of architecture because, in existing archi-
tecture, there is a concept of end-to-end message delivery, but
this architecture achieves the intelligent solution by inte-
grating the web technologies with the existing architecture.
)e next architecture in the list is Software-Defined Net-
working Architecture, which is used for a more secure net-
work. SDN-based architecture for IoTis Scalable withmultiple
SDN domains [23]. It also does the work of interoperability
that was also focused on in the previous architecture.

4.2. Communication Technologies in IoT. Aggregation of
heterogeneous networks and devices is done in IoT. Tomake
centralization decisions concerning IoT, reliable commu-
nication between the gateway and things is essential [24].
)e IoT gateway works as a communication between the
sensing domain and the network domain. Zigbee, Bluetooth,
WiFi are the technologies that are used to connect Smart
)ings to IoT gateway [25].

IoT gateways are required in two situations: when the
connection occurs between different sensing domains like
Zigbee, Bluetooth, and the connection between sensing and
network domain, e.g., Zigbee and 3G. )e commonly used
communication standards and technologies used in IoT
Communication are given below:

4.2.1. NFC. It is short-distance wireless communication
technology. When two NFC-enabled devices are very close
to each other, roughly around 4 cm, they can communicate
using radio waves. NFC modes of operation are card em-
ulation mode, peer-to-peer mode, and reader/writer mode.
Some useful applications of NFC are file sharing, mobile
payment, information sharing using smart posters, and
business cards. Apart from that, it can be used for home
automation, library systems, and healthcare [26]. At home,

automatic switching off of lights, closing of doors, and
turning off of air-conditioners can be performed using NFC.

4.2.2. RFID. Radiofrequency identification is a technology
that works on radio frequency or radio waves. )is tech-
nology is used to identify objects automatically. Here, the
objects can be anything. Objects can be books in the library
or any item you are purchasing from the shopping mall, or it
can be your car, etc. )ey can be used not only to track
objects but also to track humans, birds, and animals. It is
very similar to the technology that is used in a barcode. )e
difference is that the barcode is a line of sight technology but
RFID is not a line of sight technology. RFID system contains
two components, namely, RFID reader and RFID tag. )ere
are two RFID tags, namely, Active and Passive tags. Use
cases of RFID are people tracking, school bus tracking,
parking selection, healthcare, supply chain management,
and manufacturing.

4.2.3. V2V. V2V is a wireless protocol similar toWIFI called
dedicated short-range communications. When DSRC is
combined with GPS, low-cost technology is formed. )e
V2V communication system provides a 360-degree view of
similarly equipped vehicles within the communication
range. Transmitted messages common to all vehicles include
current GPS position, vehicle speed acceleration, headings,
and vehicle control information such as the transmission
state brake status and steering wheel angle, and the vehicle’s
path history and the path prediction. V2V does not include
current technologies such as navigation, Internet access,
assistant services, rearview cameras, and other advanced
technologies. V2V provides crucial information when the
driver needs it. V2V provides the driver with 360-degree
awareness. )is secure system keeps personal information
anonymous and does not track your vehicle. )e driver sees
warning to prevent potential hazards through the display. It
gives warnings like stop crash alert, intersection movement
assist, do not pass application, blind-spot warning.

4.2.4. Zigbee Technology. Zigbee is a small packet device
with low data rates and low power consumption [27]. It
comes under the category of Home network. Zigbee is the
technological standard created for control and sensor net-
work. It is based on IEEE 802.15.4 created by the Zigbee
alliance. )e layers architecture of Zigbee is the application
layer, stack, and silicon. )e stack part consists of three
layers, namely, API, security, and network. And in silicon,
there are two layers, namely, MAC and a physical layer. )e
application layer is for the customer, the stack is under the
Zigbee alliance, and silicon comes under IEEE 802.15.4.

4.2.5. WiFi. Wifi gives a facility to the computer and other
devices to communicate over wireless signals.Wifi stands for
Wireless Fidelity. IEEE gives the standard of Wifi, but it is a
trademark of Wifi Alliance. It is commonly used for wireless
local area networks. Mobile phone, cities, homes, everything
is communicating through the wireless signal.
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4.2.6. Bluetooth. Bluetooth was a very good communication
medium in the early days. It was the open standard for the
development of the personal area network. )is technology
has features such as low power consumption, low cost, and a
short-range. A Bluetooth-enabled device can exchange in-
formation with other Bluetooth-enabled devices over a ra-
dio. Bluetooth helps in creating a small network of devices
that is close to one another.

A comparison of Zigbee, Bluetooth, RFID, and NFC
concerning a different domain is done in Table 5.

4.3. Benefits/Applications of IoT. IoT devices have the re-
sponsibility to ensure that the messages and data sent by the
devices have reached their destination. IoT applications
enable interactions between the device and device or human
and device [28]. Domain description of the key application
areas of IoT summaries are provided in Table 6.

IoT equips a multitude of domains and millions of
devices with connectivity every day. IoT technology is used
in day-to-day life in which various everyday things are
connected to the Internet like online shopping, wearable
technology, smartphones, vehicles, home lighting home,
appliances, etc.

IoT in healthcare: Healthcare sector faces various issues
and challenges that can be handled using the IoT [29]. Also,
the healthcare capabilities can be enhanced multifold using
the IoT. In the Healthcare sector, there is a lack of real-time
data, a lack of smart card devices, inaccurate standard an-
alytics, and other enhancements like remote monitoring of
patients that can be made possible using IoT. IoT could be
the answer to all these problems.

Smart cities, agriculture, industrial automation, and
disaster management are a few domains where IoT can be
used. Some applications and domains where IoT can be
brought into use are shown in Figure 5.

4.4. Challenges in IoT. While going through many papers, it
was found that IoT has some prominent challenges that
require consideration. )e main issues in IoT are security
issues, privacy concerns, interoperability issues, IoT stan-
dards issues, legal issues, regulatory rights issues, emerging
economy issues, developmental issues [5].

4.4.1. Security and Privacy. )e security problem for things
is created by vulnerabilities produced by a careless program
design. Vulnerabilities mean inherent weakness in design-
ing, configuring, implementing, and managing a network or
system that renders it susceptible to a threat [30]. )ere are
many security-related challenges in IoT: design practices
and no security laws for developing IoT devices, i.e., set of
similar appliance that has the same characteristics. Also, not
much sufficient information is given to maintain or upgrade
the IoT system. Since many devices are in the loop, one
device is being attacked by the rest of the devices. As dis-
cussed earlier, security design requires three things, namely
Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability, known as CIA
[31].

In the case of the Privacy Concern issue, there are no
fixed rules against data users, and the data collected by IoT
devices are not protected. User data could be vulnerable to
theft. You could be tracked/monitored by anyone, as you are
connected 24∗7 on the Internet. To take advantage of IoT,
the less developed regions have to implement the policy
requirement and technical skill requirements.

4.4.2. Architecture. One more main challenge is to choose
the architecture of IoT. )e selection of architecture is very
difficult, as different architectures are needed according to
the need [32]. )erefore, there is a chance of developing new
architecture or modifying the existing one.

4.4.3. Legal and Regulatory Rights Issues. Just like privacy,
there are many legal and regulatory questions surrounding
the IoT. QoS is achieved through the wireless network, but it
needs attention in cloud computing.

4.4.4. Data Extraction and Management. Data extraction
from the complex environment cannot be extracted con-
tinuously. For example, if there is a hilly area where there is
no Internet, then how to extract data. For example, drugs are
to be maintained at a particular temperature. )ere is no
surety that drugs are maintained at the same temperature. If
the 1-degree temperature is missed, the drugs could be
spoiled. )ere is no surety of getting the exact data.

4.4.5. Power Requirements. A maximum of 90% of IoT
devices is powered by a battery. How long is the battery
going to live? Does it have recharging ability? Are there are
some green methods of charging from sources like the solar
wind? )erefore, power requirements are also the main
challenge of IoT.

4.4.6. Complexity Involved. In IoT, a study of many tech-
niques is important. It is not easy; many experts and
teamwork among them are necessary. Many technologies
need to come together, so one cannot say I have built the IoT
product. For IoT products, a team is needed and experts are
required to work on particular technologies.

4.4.7. Storage Cloud and Heterogeneous Devices. Storing is
also the main challenge. Where to store data, either on the
local server or on the cloud? Do we use the cloud for
particular storage? If yes, then purchase or store the data in
free cloud service. All these decisions are very important. A
massive amount of data is generated through IoT sensors
and devices; how to manage these data and how to deal with
the heterogeneous nature of data are the main challenges
[28]. In IoT, there exist many different applications, and it is
very difficult to handle the heterogeneous applications in
one architecture.
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4.5. Challenges in the Use of Blockchain with IoT. )e inte-
gration of Blockchain with IoT is very beneficial as the
capabilities and application domain of IoT can be increased
considerably. However, the integration of different tech-
nologies can introduce some challenges in the network
considering the different limitations of each network
technology [33, 34]. Blockchain is an emerging technology
and has various constraints, like massive storage require-
ments. IoT has its own constraints, like a massive amount of
data are involved in this network; all of these constraints can
impact technology integration.

Some of the challenges in the use of Blockchain tech-
nology along with IoT networks are scalability, storage, lack
of skills, legal issues, and smart contracts [35].

Scalability and storage are already a challenge in
Blockchain but in the context of IoT, they become a much
greater challenge [36]. IoTnetwork contains a large number

of nodes and Blockchain scales poorly when there numerous
nodes in the network.

IoTdevices have low storage capacity but the distributed
ledger contains memory as time passes, and with the in-
creased number of nodes, it increases the memory.

Lack of skills is also a main challenge when Blockchain is
integrated with IoT, as IoT is used almost in every field.
Blockchain technology is new, and very few people know
about this technology [9]. Many people think that Block-
chain is only used in Bitcoin.

Blockchain is a new territory and connects with different
countries without any legal or compliance precedents to
follow, which is a serious issue for manufacturers and service
providers. )is challenge is also a major issue for integrating
Blockchain with IoT.

5. Integration of Blockchain and IoT
Technologies in Healthcare

)e number of patients across the country is increasing day
by day and with the increase in the number of patients, it has
become difficult to provide full medical care. In the last few
years, the quality of medical care has improved with the help
of IoTand wearable devices [37]. Remote patient monitoring
is the main modality to address healthcare issues. Wearable
devices used for collecting and transferring data to hospitals,
and IoT devices play an important role in remote patient
monitoring [38]. )e main aims of these devices are to
provide important information such as breathing patterns of
a person, blood glucose level, and blood pressure to health
providers [39].

Healthcare devices that are used for data collection data
can be categorized into four parts: (a) Stationary Medical
Devices: these devices are used for specific physical loca-
tions, (b) Medical Embedded Devices: these devices are
placed inside the human body, (c) Medical Wearable De-
vices: these devices prescribed by doctors, and (d) Wearable
Health Monitoring Devices: these devices are worn on the
body. )e main motive of RPM is to secure the data that are
targeted by hackers. To secure the data, Blockchain

Table 5: Comparison of different communications.

Parameters/technology Zigbee Bluetooth RFID NFC
IEEE standards IEEE 802.15.4 IEEE 802.15.1 IEEE 802.15 ISO/IEC 14443 A&B, JIS X63194
Frequency band 2.4 GHz 2.4GHZ 125khz, 13.56 Mhz, 902–968 MHZ 125khz, 13.56 Mhz, 860 MHZ
Network WPAN WPAN Proximity P2P network
Topology Star Mesh cluster Star Mesh cluster P2P network P2P network
Data rate 250Kbps 1Mbps 4Mbps 106212 or 424 kbps

Table 6: Application areas of IoT.

Security Security system, surveillance system, device security, data preserving
Payment method Payment gateways, POS (point of sale)
Health Remote diagnosis, remote monitoring
Metering service Water, electricity, cab, energy
Remote access Various sensors
Manufacturing services M2M, automation, etc.

Internet of
 Things

Smart cities

Smart water

Logistics

Retail

Healthcare

Smart 
agriculture

Smart 
environment

Aerospace

IoT application domains

Figure 5: IoT applications.
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technology is used. Blockchain helps to secure the data from
many cyberattacks by using the concept of decentralization.
Blockchain also authenticates the data with smart contracts.

Healthcare is an IoT system application that requires
unique additional requirements like interoperability and data
transfer for securing the patient’s information. )e term in-
teroperability means the process of sharing data with other
sources.)e concept of centralization includes the limitation to
achieve interoperability. IoT is based on centralization, where
the data gets stored in the cloud where the data is not secured.
Blockchain integrated with IoT can overcome the security
issues faced by healthcare applications [40]. Many experiments
are already done in Blockchain regarding healthcare [41].

6. Various Applications of Blockchain and
IoT in Healthcare

Blockchain helps to maintain and share the patient’s medical
record with hospitals and health providers. )ere are many
applications of healthcare:

6.1. Drug Traceability. Drug traceability is usually done in a
centralized manner in which some conditions like privacy,
authentication of data, and flexibility of the system are not
achieved [42]. To overcome issues of drug traceability, many
decentralized models have been implemented. For authenticity
and privacy of traceability data, a Blockchain-based system is
proposed [43] called Drugledger. Drugledger integrates
Blockchain with the drug supply chain for drug traceability.
Drugledger maintains two flows of drugs: )e physical flow of
drugs in combination with the supply chain and the infor-
mation that flow goes to the drug ledger network in the form of
a drug chain network. )is system changes the previous tra-
ditional architecture by separating service providers into three
different parts: CSP, certificate service provider; QSP, query
service provider; ASP, anti-attack service provider. Limita-
tions: the drug traceability scenario, which is shown in this
paper, is very simple, but the real-life scenario is more complex.
Future work: to compare the proposed framework of drug
traceability with some existing frameworks and find out which
framework is more secure in case of DoS attacks.

IoT when integrated with blockchain makes the system
more secure and reliable. In the field of healthcare, many
frameworks were proposed regarding the traceability of
drugs or patient monitoring systems. Authors in [44] in-
troduce a framework to avoid drug fraud by tracking each
drug in the supply chain. )e main aim is to reduce
counterfeit drugs using Blockchain. )e main two tech-
nologies that are used to improve the visibility and trace-
ability of drugs are Blockchain and RFID. Limitations:
Implementation is not done.

For the transparent flow of drugs, the Gcoin Blockchain
model (G stands for global governance) is proposed in [45],
and thismodel also changed the drug supply chain system from
regulating to surveillance and inspection of drugs, whichmeans
the government model combines with DAO (Decentralized
autonomous organization). Blockchain is used to build an
atmosphere where two parties can trust each other. )ere are

many ways to implement Blockchain but, in this paper,
Consortium proof of work is used to implement Gcoin
Blockchain. Gcoin Blockchain tracks every drug in the same
way as the Blockchain tracks in bitcoin. It builds trust between
buyers and sellers. )e main aim of Gcoin is to improve the
efficiency of data, which is exchanged. Future work: analysis of
regulatory impact and system simulation test is to be done in
the future.

In India every year, many lives are at risk due to the
consumption of fake medicines. A framework is proposed [46]
to detect fake medicines in the system of the supply chain.)is
proposed framework is based on Hyperledger fabric archi-
tecture, where one PC is serving as the client, and five com-
puters are used for ordering service.)is system is purely based
on Blockchain technology.)e supply chain of medicines from
drug manufacturing to wholesale local drug distributors and
distributors to hospitals/clinics and retail shops is managed
using Blockchain, which helps to track the fake medicines.)is
system was tested in various scenarios like stolen drugs, audits
of drugs in-retailer or distributor, fake drug distribution. )e
proposed system compares their performance with another
existing system in many parameters like resistance against
single point of failure, counterfeit medicine detection, diverted
medicine detection, medicine shortage detection, ease of op-
erations, involvement of stakeholders, transparency, privacy,
security, and immutability. Limitations: the proposed system
does not have the ability to find and eliminate out the con-
sumption of unauthorized medicines. Future work: this par-
ticular framework can be implemented in many domains like
courier consignment tracking and election management.

In the case of drugs, a very common threat is that the
drug which is manufactured is not received by the pharmacy
and is replaced by a counterfeit in the supply chain method.
)e supply chain method does not have the ability to trace
the culprit who is responsible for the drug replacement
because information is deleted in each step. India manu-
factured most of the counterfeits in 2006, and it is estimated
that around 35% of fake drugs were sold all over the world.
To overcome these problems, authors [47] introduced a
framework using the Blockchain. Blockchain is more
transparent because even if a single-user makes a change or
does any transaction, it will reflect to all the users. Block-
chain is the concept of decentralization and there is no need
for the central authority to verify the transaction. Imple-
mentation: the authors analyses the result on two platforms:
Ethereum and Hyperledger. Blockchain using Ethereum: in
Ethereum Blockchain, every operation requires fees. Miner
is given money to execute the transaction and to maintain
the Ethereum network. )ere is no need of Know your
Customer (KYC) in this process, which results in a blind
spot which tells us about the person who is operating the
account. It takes a long time. Ethereum can handle 100
transactions per second (TPS), which is not feasible.
Blockchain using Hyperledger: this process does not require
fees, which makes it feasible for the manufacturer to make
the transaction, and is available for KYC. Certificate au-
thority in this process manages the identity. Hyperledger is
the private Blockchain and takes care of throughout and
transaction per second.
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6.2. Patient Monitoring/Electronic Health Record (ERH).
According to the International Organisation of Standardi-
zation, electronic health records store the patient data in a
digital format, and the data are exchanged securely and only
accessible by authorized authority [48, 49]. It contains
private information regarding a person’s health issues, and
its main objective is to maintain and provide efficient service
to the patient. )ere are many Blockchain-based EHR
systems:

(a) Medrec: it is a decentralized record management
model. It is a Blockchain model used for authenti-
cation, confidentiality, and data sharing [50, 51].)is
model uses all the features of Blockchain-like smart
contracts and the concept of decentralized data.

(b) Data sharing through Gem health network: Sharing
of data is a big problem in the traditional systems, so
to overcome such issues and to provide a secure
environment while transferring user's data, Gem
health network is used [51, 52]. )is network is used
to remove the concept of centralization of data and
include the concept of decentralization. Gem health
network framework is fully based on the concept of
decentralization, and the main feature of Gem
network is that all the record under this network is
transparent, and any alteration with the record will
be reflected to all the users of this network.

(c) Healthbank: it is a platform that stores and securely
manages health information. )is is a new start-up
that also provides some incentives to patients for
their contribution [52].

(d) OmniPHR: public health record (PHR) provides a
facility for patients to access their data. )is model is
developed to update the records and to differentiate
between Electronic health records and PHR [40].

A real-time Blockchain-based patient monitoring system
is proposed in [53] using smart contracts. )is system se-
cures the data and uses the patient’s data in a more relevant
form. Smart contracts are used for security purposes and to
evaluate the information collected by patient’s IoT health-
care devices. Private Blockchain is used for fast transactions.
Limitations: time is the main aspect, but there is some delay
while verifying each block in the Blockchain. Maintaining
the security of each node is also a main challenge. Future
work: implementation of the proposed system is done on
Ethereum Blockchain. In the future, Hyperledger and other
Blockchain platforms will be used on this proposed
framework.

Blockchain, when integrated with IoT, always gives a
more secure network. )ere are some Blockchain features
due to which IoTnetwork becomes more secure, such as the
concept of distributed ledger, public-key cryptography, and
the consensus algorithms. Transparency of data is achieved
by the decentralization concept of the Blockchain. For a
remote patient monitoring system, a framework is proposed
in [54] using Blockchain technology. Before proposing the
framework, this paper discussed the positive and security

benefits of the Blockchain when integrated with IoTand also
discussed the practical obstacles that are generated when the
Blockchain integrates with IoT. )e framework works to try
to remove the obstacles and gives a more secure network.
Future work: to implement this model for testing the
performance.

To provide health services, there are many facilities such
as hospitals, pharmacies. Dangerous diseases usually claim
human lives. To provide the resources to the patient on time,
it is compulsory to continuously monitor the patient`s
health. For continuously monitoring patient health, there
are many frameworks in which patients are required to wear
IoT-based monitoring devices. )ese devices collect their
medical data and store it in the cloud. Healthcare now has
become very popular, but the main issue is to provide se-
curity to the patient’s data. )ere are many cases registered
against healthcare data leakage when storing the data in the
cloud [55]. Many countries are very particular about the
privacy and security of patient’s data. In Europe, Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) is
used to protect the patient data and guarantee transferring of
medical data in a secure manner [56]. To monitor the vital
signs of the patient, a framework is proposed in [51] to
secure the medical data. )e purpose of the framework is
based on the healthcare devices that read the vital signs of
patients and share that information to the authorized
doctors and hospitals in a secure Blockchain network. Hyper
Caliper, developed by the Linux Foundation, is used to
evaluate the performance in terms of transaction per second,
transaction latency, and resources that are used. Future
work: interoperability is also an important aspect of the
healthcare system. Future work will involve checking the
performance of the interoperability of the system with
different IoT frameworks.

)ere are many applications where IoT is used.
Healthcare monitoring is also an application of IoT where
devices are interconnected to each other, and the data
sharing and collection should be done in a secure envi-
ronment. Fabric Hyperledger, a Blockchain framework, is
proposed in [57] to secure the healthcare application. Using
the Blockchain technology, the proposed framework pro-
vides distributed and secured access to all the data collected
by the devices. Limitations: it does not cover all the security
aspects of IoT. It does not consider the attacks in IoT. Future
work: to create a more secure health monitoring framework,
the proposed framework has to implement more func-
tionality based on attacks.

IoT helps to monitor the patient’s health using different
sensors. )e information collected from the human body via
sensors are then processed and analyzed. )e data that are
transferred from the sensor to the cloud have threats of
privacy, tempering of data, and data manipulation. To solve
these issues, the author in [58] has proposed an architecture
to combat all these threats by combining Blockchain and
IoT. Each block in the Blockchain consists of the patient’s
private data. )is paper simply applies the Blockchain for
secure and transparent data transfer between the hospital
and patient. Limitation: this paper describes the basic work
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of how Blockchain makes the system more efficient but does
not provide the exact example for securing the health
records.

6.3. Managing Medical Records and Other Data. )e tradi-
tional method of monitoring medical records needs to be
changed. Now, the use of the Internet in the healthcare
system makes it more efficient. Internet smart objects make
it easy to store and process the data in any format like
audio, images, or text. To efficiently use the medical re-
sources and to enhance the patient’s health quality, IoT is
used in healthcare. Using the healthcare application with
IoTaddresses many drawbacks like security, privacy issues,
and other issues like doctors recommending unnecessary
medicines and tests to patients with a profit motive. To
prevent these healthcare issues, a framework of IoT for
healthcare using the Blockchain is proposed in [59]. In this
framework, a hash of each data is generated to prevent the
data from alteration. )is framework assures the patient
that any malpractices regarding the medical records cannot
be done. It focuses on the transparency of records and the
security of data. Limitation: transaction time is a very
important aspect of healthcare applications. )is frame-
work does not focus on transaction time. Future work: this
framework ensures that no illegal practices or malpractices
are done but does not experiment with the cost required
during the communication. So, in the future, an experi-
ment on the cost required in communication will be
performed.

To secure data that is transferred from IoTdevices in the
healthcare system is proposed in [60] using Blockchain
technology. Blockchain technology helps to identify users
who are associated with the transaction. Blockchain tech-
nology is used in healthcare for the privacy and security of
data and to provide accurate and proper data of patients to
doctors. Limitations: implementation is not done in this
paper. Future work: To implement the framework and to
check whether the framework is secure or not.

IoT is important in every field where the applications
require fast results, collection of data, storage of data, and
efficient usage of that data. Now, IoT is also updated by
healthcare applications. Various IoT-based wearable devices
are used in healthcare applications. But, these devices are not
secure, as there is a chance of data leakage or data misuse. To
reduce this risk, IoT technology is connected with Block-
chain technology to provide a more secure network. To
reduce the various attacks, such as DOS, modification of
data, mining attacks, and storage attacks in healthcare, a
system is proposed [61]. A hybrid structure was imple-
mented to ensure the security and privacy of data. )is
system is called hybrid because Blockchain is combined with
the private key, public key, and advanced cryptographic
functions. )is system consists of five parts: (1) overlap
network: all the nodes in the network should be verified and
certified; (2) cloud storage: data of the users are grouped in
the form of blocks, and the system does not need any third
party for storage; (3) healthcare providers: these companies
provide service when they receive an alert of health issues;

(4) smart contract: these are the conditions that are set for
the particular framework; and (5) healthcare wearable IoT
devices: these are the devices that continuously monitor the
patient and collect all its information. Limitations: Block-
chain technology is resource-constrained so it is not suitable
for many IoT devices. )ere are some more issues in
Blockchain-technology-related costs; it requires high band-
width and more computational power. Future work: To ex-
plore more security issues and to provide the implementation
of this conceptual framework.

All the nodes in healthcare when integrated results in the
healthcare IoTsystem. It ensures an efficient delivery process
of patient data. But, it does not give security to a trustworthy
network. A trustworthy framework of IoT healthcare is
proposed in [62] where smart contracts authenticate and
validate the other nodes. )e framework is named as
decentralized interoperability trust model for healthcare
IoT. )is framework is divided into layers: In the first layer,
all the data are collected and changes are made in the data
sensor, and actuators are used in this layer. )e second layer
is used to transmit the data through the gateway and net-
work.)e third layer is the health edge layer, and this layer is
in between the technology and application levels. )e last
layer is the application layer. Future work: artificial intel-
ligence and deep learning technology are used in training
states to authenticate and identify the pattern to enhance the
framework.

Table 7 lists out various proposed frameworks in the
literature using Blockchain and IoT technologies for
strengthening the capabilities of the Healthcare sector.

7. Challenges of Using Blockchain in
Healthcare-Derived Industrial IoT

)e main challenges in the use of Blockchain Technology,
along with IoT in the Healthcare and Medical Sector, are as
follows:

7.1. Interoperability. Healthcare interoperability means ex-
changing information with each other in the Blockchain
network. It is the main challenge due to the large and varied
providers and due to its large open nature [63]. )ere can be
different players like hospitals, insurance companies, physi-
cians, private doctors, etc. In the Healthcare sector, ensuring
proper interoperability among them can be a challenge.

7.2. Security. As the concept of decentralization is more
secure, there are also some disadvantages associated with it.
As in decentralized Blockchain, the data are distributed in a
public ledger, which can cause privacy leakage. Blockchain
provides an atmosphere where people know or trust each
other and can securely share data. However, in some sce-
narios, it can fail—for example, if 51% of the consensus
nodes become malicious. Many patients can be uncom-
fortable in sharing their personal medical information due to
security reasons [63].
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Table 7: Various proposed frameworks for healthcare based on Blockchain and IoT

Reference Application
of Blockchain

Type of
Blockchain used Advantages Limitations Simulation

parameters used Future work

[61]

Managing
medical

records and
other data

Private and
public

Blockchain

To reduce the
various attacks, such

as DOS,
modification of data,
mining attack and
storage attack, in the
healthcare system

Blockchain
technology is
resource-

constrained, so it is
not suitable for many
IoTdevices. )ere are
some more issues in

Blockchain
technology-related

costs; it requires high
bandwidth and more
computational power

—

To explore more
security issues, and
implementation is

done to provide some
real work

[40]

Patient
Monitoring/
Electronic
Health

Record (ERH)

Blockchain
integrated with IoT

overcomes the
security issues that

are faced by
healthcare
applications

Many issues are not
considered yet such
as mining incentives,
and there are some
specific Blockchain
attacks, which halt
the entire system

—

[43] Drug
traceability

To overcome the
issue of privacy and
authentication of
data, increase the
flexibility of the

system

)e drug traceability
scenario, which is

shown in this paper,
is complex

Traceability data
authenticity and

privacy

To make the system
more prone to DoS

attacks while
comparing with the
traditional system

[44] Drug
traceability

Public
Blockchain

)e integration of
IoT with Blockchain
makes the drug

supply chain system
more secure and
reliable and avoids
any drug fraud by
tracking each drug in
the supply chain

Implementation is
not done

Privacy, limiting theft
and diversion

[45] Drug
traceability —

Improves the
efficiency of data

exchange
—

Information
infrastructure
breakdown,

information delays,
and transparency of
drug supply chain

Analysis of the
regulatory impact and
system simulation
test is done in the

future

[46] Drug
traceability —

Detects fake
medicines in of
supply chain

)e consumption of
unauthorized and

Ingenium medicines
not to be eliminated

in this system

Resistance against
single point of failure,
counterfeit medicine
detection, diverted
medicine detection,
medicine shortage
detection, ease of

operations,
involvement of
stakeholders,
transparency,

privacy, security,
immutability

)is particular
framework can be

implemented in many
domains like courier

consignment
tracking, election
management
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Table 7: Continued.

Reference Application
of Blockchain

Type of
Blockchain used Advantages Limitations Simulation

parameters used Future work

[53]

Patient
Monitoring/
Electronic
Health

Record (ERH)

Private
Blockchain

)e system secures
the data and uses the
patient’s data in a
more relevant form

Time is the main
aspect, but there is
some delay while

verifying each block
in the Blockchain.
Maintaining the

security of each node
is also the main

challenge

Speed, privacy,
transparency,
traceability,
availability,

confidentiality

Implementation is
done using the

Ethereum
Blockchain; to
explore more

implementation parts
use hyperledger

[59]

Managing
medical

records and
other data

Public

It ensures the patient
that any illegal

activity cannot be
done. It focuses on
the transparency of
records and the
security of data

Transaction time is a
very important aspect

of healthcare
applications. )is

framework does not
focus on transaction

time

Number of nodes in a
CRN, grid facet,

transmission range
data size or users
request, simulation

time

)is framework
experiments with the
illegal activities done
on IoT devices but
does not experiment
with the cost required

during the
communication. So,

in the future
experiment on the
cost required in

communication is to
be done

[62]

Managing
medical

records and
other data

Public
)e interoperability
trust model for
healthcare IoT

Identification of
patterns of

symptoms, which are
obtained from
wearable devices
cannot be done

Scalability, data
integrity, mutual
authentication,
trustworthiness,

privacy

Artificial intelligence
and deep learning
technology are used
in training states to
authenticate and

identify the pattern to
enhance the
framework

[60]

Managing
medical

records and
other data

Variation of the
Blockchain is

used in personal
health care and

external
Blockchain for

record
management

An uplifting of
society with accurate

and efficient
healthcare

Implementation is
not done —

To implement the
framework and to
check whether the
framework is secure

or not

[54]

Patient
Monitoring/
Electronic
Health

Record (ERH)

Cannot prefer
any particular
Blockchain

Try to remove the
obstacles and give a
more secure network

Implementation is
not done —

To test the
performance of the

framework,
implementation is
necessary in the

future

[57]

Managing
medical

records and
other data

Medical devices
Blockchain
consultation
Blockchain

Paper works on the
security issues

It cannot cover all the
security aspects of
IoT. It cannot

consider the attacks
in IoT

—

To make a more
secure framework of
health monitoring,

this proposed
framework has to
implement more
functionality based

on attacks

[51]

Patient
Monitoring/
Electronic
Health

Record (ERH)

Public
Blockchain

Healthcare devices
that read the vital

signs of patients and
share that

information with the
authorized doctors
and hospitals in a
secure Blockchain

network

Lack of
communication

between the server
and devices

Energy consumption
and efficiency

Interoperability is
also an essential
aspect of the

healthcare system to
check the

interoperability
performance of the
system with different

IoT frameworks
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7.3. Scalability and Storage Requirement Handling. It is not
practically possible to maintain the data of every individual.
)e medical record is usually in the form of documents,
images, and lab reports. Digital storage of the medical
records of numerous patients will require colossal storage
capacity. )e medical transactions of every individual stored
in a distributed manner with the same record stored in more
than one location will require huge storage capacity and
could affect the healthcare system [64].

7.4. Lack of Standardization. Blockchain is a trending
technology and is adopted in many countries. In domains
and networks where the concept of security, trust, and
trackability is involved, the Blockchain is used. Proper
standardization of protocols, technologies, etc., is very im-
portant. Aspects like what data, size, and format can be sent
to the Blockchain, and what data can be stored in the
Blockchain should be clearly defined [65, 66].

7.5. Hesitation among Hospitals and Related Entities in
Sharing Information. Many hospitals can be reluctant to
share their patient-related and other medical records, such
as in for-profit situations, as they will want to charge dif-
ferent fees from different customers. Similarly, hospitals and
insurance companies can be reluctant to share their data, as
it can be competitively advantageous for the hospitals to
keep the fees-related data with themselves. It is essential to
build trust between the parties and convince them to share
their data for a better healthcare system [67].

7.6. Hesitation and Lack of Trust among the Patients to Share
/eir Medical History. Trust building among one of the key
stakeholders, the patients, is very important for the success
of this technology-driven medical and healthcare system.
Many patients can be reluctant and hesitant to share and
disclose their medical records in the public domain with
third-party entities. So, it is very much required to build trust
and confidence among the patients regarding the security
and privacy aspects of this whole Blockchain and IoT-driven
healthcare system.

7.7. Lack of Skills among Doctors and Medical Practitioners.
Asking doctors and other medical practitioners to shift from
paper to technology can be a big challenge. )e use of
electronic records and prescriptions instead of paper-based
prescriptions can be a challenge for many. For instance,
doctors usually do not fill the unnecessary fields in their day-
to-day practice while filling some form. However, in the case
of electronic records, doctors cannot omit the fields marked
as mandatory. Similarly, relying on technologies like
Blockchain and IoT for remote monitoring can raise
question marks among many doctors regarding their ac-
curacy and efficiency. )is technology-driven healthcare’s
accuracy, efficiency, and performance will depend on doc-
tors’ skills and training. So, before bringing these technol-
ogies into practice, proper training and required skills need

to be imparted to the doctors to build confidence in using
these technologies.

7.8. Data Ownership and Accountability. Data ownership
and accountability are other challenges in deploying
Blockchain and IoT technologies in the Healthcare sector.
Who will hold the data, who will grant permission to share
people’s private health-related data, and who will have the
ownership are the main questions?

8. Conclusion

In Today’s world, IoT technology is implemented in every
field like agriculture, healthcare, smart cities, etc. In the field
of healthcare, IoT is brought into use for applications like
monitoring of the patient’s health regularly, drug trace-
ability, etc. However, there exist various security issues in
IoT, which can be solved by integrating IoT with the
Blockchain. )e Blockchain is a decentralized technology
that can be used to enhance the security of the system.
Blockchain technology along with healthcare ensures that
patients’ sensitive health-related records remain safe from
any type of tampering and leakage.

In this article, an attempt was made to enumerate dif-
ferent possible ways with which the IoT technology along
with the Blockchain can be integrated into the Healthcare
sector to improve the overall performance and to strengthen
the current Healthcare sector. )ree major application areas

Table 8: Summarizes the list of abbreviations used in this survey.

List of abbreviations
Abbreviations Full-form
IoT Internet of things
CIA Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability
RFID Radiofrequency identification
DOS Denial of Service
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning
SWAMP )e smart water management platform
EMR Electronic medical records
POS Proof of stake
POW Proof of work
PSN Pervasive social network
FHIR Fast health interoperability resources
POA Proof-of-activity
POB Proof-of-burn
POV Proof-of-validation
WSN Wireless sensor network
IDPS Intrusion Detection/Prevention System
DDoS Distributed denial of service
LAN Local area network
GPS Global positioning system
NFC Near Field Communication
WiFi Wireless fidelity
SDN Software-Defined Networking
QoS Quality of Service
PoS Point of Sale
M2M Machine to Machine
V2V Vehicle to Vehicle
NDN Named data networking
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of healthcare, viz. (a) remote monitoring of patient`s health,
(b) drug`s traceability, and (c) medical records management,
where IoT and Blockchain technologies have their appli-
cability were explored in detail. Also, various possible
challenges and issues in the deployment of these two rev-
olutionary technologies, i.e., IoT and Blockchain, in the
Healthcare sector were explored and discussed.

Based on this study, it can be clearly said that these two
technologies have a huge potential in the Healthcare sector,
and once integrated will revolutionize the whole Healthcare
sector. Table 8 provides the list of abbreviations used
throughout this survey article.
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No data were used to support this study.
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